Gawler
Friday 17th July 2020

Stewards
J Evans, J Jones, M Herrmann

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr M Hague

Late Scratchings
NIL

Race 1
G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE
400m Maiden

- A swab sample was taken from the winner SO BRIGHT.
On the first turn SO BRIGHT moved down checking OVER LOADED, GOLDEN DELTA and GO FASHION GIRL causing GO FASHION GIRL to make contact with the running rail. Turning off the back straight GOLDEN DELTA moved out checking SELECT LEGEND. Approaching the turn into the home straight OVER LOADED made contact with the running rail.
- GO FASHION GIRL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- OVER LOADED was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and stood down for 7 days.

Race 2
G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE
400m Grade 6

- On the first turn NEW VARIETY moved down contacting STELLA WARNING causing NEW VARIETY to drop back. Turning off the back straight GRIT BLASTER moved down checking MOMBASA BEN. Turning into the home straight NEW VARIETY moved out contacting MOMBASA BEN.

Race 3
G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (N/P) STAKE
400m Masters

- Turning into the home straight DOLLY JO checked around the heels of SELECT MICK and raced wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.
- DOLLY JO was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4
G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE OPEN STAKE
400m Open

- Shortly after the start WILD LOOKING moved down checking STIR CRAZY. Turning off the back straight SHE’S HOPE moved down checking CALAIS PERUZZI.

Race 5
ACCELL THERAPY STAKE
400m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner NANGAR COOKIE.
On the first turn JULIET ECHO checked around the heels of NANGAR COOKIE then moved out checking BLISTERING BETTY.

Race 6
SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE
400m Grade 5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner GOLDEN NIGHT.
On the first turn SPIRIT OF POP moved out checking BLAZIN' REGGIE. Entering the back straight SOL’S BUDDY moved out checking SPIRIT OF POP, BLAZIN’ REGGIE and ACE ALLEN. Turning off the back straight ASTON RICARDO moved down checking HOT PRINCESS.

Race 7
GIDDY-UP STAKE
531m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner VELOCITY BOTTINO.
- Shortly after the start CALLANISH SPRITE moved down checking CAWBOURNE ROXY. On the first turn SEE YOU SMILE moved down making contact with SWEET ROSE on multiple occasions shortly after CAWBOURNE ROXY checked around the heels of FOXY CRUISER. On the turn into the back straight SEE YOU SMILE moved down checking SWEET ROSE.

Race 8
THE BUNYIP MIXED STAKE
531m Mixed 4/5

- SPRITE MONELLI left the boxes awkwardly. On the first turn LOVE FIRST moved out checking SPRITE MONELLI and COSMIC KATIE shortly after SPRITE MONELLI checked around the heels of COSMIC KATIE. Entering the back straight CROWDZA JUMPIN’ ran onto the heels of LOVE FIRST.
- SPRITE MONELLI was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 9
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA GRADE 6 SERIES FINAL
531m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner BORN LOVELY.
On the first turn JABARI moved out checking HAYRIDE UMP and PSYCHOTIC SKY. There were no further racing incidents to report.
**Race 10  GAWLER DRY CLEANERS MIXED SERIES FINAL**  
400m  Mixed 4/5

- Shortly after the start ZIPPING CAESAR moved down checking PERUZZI BOLONEY. On the first turn ZIPPING CAESAR moved down checking BRADLEY TYSON. Along the back straight PERUZZI BOLONEY checked around the heels of RUSTY FURY. On the turn off the back straight EMERLEY JOSE moved down checking BRADLEY TYSON. On the turn into the home straight ZIPPING CAESAR ran wide.

**Race 11  NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE MIXED STAKE**  
643m  SE

- Turning into the home straight on the first occasion DEFY moved down making contact with CAWBOURNE TERRY then PREDECESSOR checked around the heels of HOLY REIGN. Turning into the back straight HOLY REIGN moved out making contact with TAMMY PARKER. Entering the back straight PREDECESSOR moved out checking HOLY REIGN.

**Race 12  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE**  
400m  Grade 5

- On the first turn CLEVERMAN moved down checking CAWBOURNE CLANCY and PUNK STAR ROCKS. Entering the back straight PUNK STAR ROCKS checked around the heels of CLEVERMAN.

* Published subject to correction upon revision